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MACHINE WEIGHT: * 75,060kg (165,480lbs) 
By-pass with VGF. Pre-screen option and extended folding 
conveyor option
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TRANSPORT DIMENSIONS

WORKING DIMENSIONS

FEATURES:

The Finlay® J-1280 hybrid mobile jaw crusher offers operators the flexibility 
to power the plant either by an onboard genset powerpack configuration 
or connected to an external power source. Both power options provide 
operators with significant power, servicing and maintenance cost savings 
in direct comparison to a diesel/hydraulic powered plant.

The machine is fitted with a high powered alternator that generates 
sufficient energy that can be used to power downstream screening plants 
or stockpile conveyors further improving overall fuel consumption and 
efficiencies of production trains.

The machine incorporates a Terex® 1200 x 820mm (47” x 32”) high 
performance electrically driven single toggle jaw chamber. 

The integrated pan and heavy duty VGF feeder features automatic power 
monitoring to regulate and control material flow to the jaw chamber to 
prevent overflow and give optimum production in quarrying, mining, 
demolition and recycling applications.
Additional benefits include, rapid set up time, ease of maintenance, high 
reduction ratio, high output capacity and advanced electronic control 
system.

The machine is also available with an optional independent prescreen 
that incorporates a longer pan feeder and hopper side walls.

  2  BY-PASS CONVEYOR (OPTIONAL)
Belt Width: 750mm (2’ 5”)
Working Angle: 25° max
Hydraullically folds for transp ort
Discharge Height: 3.79m (12’ 5”)
Stockpile capacity: 89m3 (117yds3) @ 40°
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     MAIN CONVEYOR
Belt Width: 1.2m (3’ 11”)
Working Angle: 21°
Discharge Height: 4m (13’ 1”)
Impact bars and wear resistant liners at feed point
Standard Stockpile capacity: 136m3 (178yds3) @ 40°

     JAW CRUSHER
Terex chamber single toggle jaw crusher
Inlet width: 1200mm (47”)
Inlet gape: 820mm (32”)
Maximum Closed Side Settings (CSS) : 200mm (8”)
Minimum Closed Side Settings (CS S): 75mm (3”)
Reverse action for clearing blockages
Full hydraulic closed side setting adjust

     HOPPER/FEEDER
Hopper capacity: 9.3m3 (12.2yds3)
Feed height: 4.49m (14’ 9”)
Hopper type: Hydraulic locking from ground level
Hopper body: Abrasion resistant feed hopper with hydraulic 
struts and pins
Feeder speed range: variable, 450-900 rpm
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The plant’s electrically driven power systems provide 
significant cost advantages and environmental efficiencies.

Superior performance in dusty applications and in high altitude 
environments.

Automatic variable speed VGF ensures continuous choke 
feeding of the crushing chamber for optimal productivity.

High powered electric drive ensures precise chamber controls 
and reverse functionality for clearing blockages and assisting 
in construction demolition, asphalt and recycling applications.

T-Link telematics hardware and software along with free seven 
year data subscription are fitted and installed as standard.
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T-LINK TELEMATICS
T-Link telematics hardware and software along with free seven 
year data subscription are fitted and installed as standard.
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     MAGNET (OPTIONAL)
Belt width: 750mm (2’ 6”)
Drive: Electric motor & planetary gearbox drive
Right hand side discharge standard
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www.terex.com/finlay E: sales@terexfinlay.com T: +44 28 82 418 700

The material in this document is for information only and is subject to change without notice.

Finlay® assumes no liability resulting from errors or omissions in this document, or from the use of the information contained herein.

Due to continual product development we reserve the right to change specifications without notice. Product performance figures given in this brochure are for guidance purposes only, this 
information does not constitute an expressed or implied warranty or guarantee, but shows test examples. These results will vary depending on application. Photographs are for illustrative 
purposes only; some or all of the machines in the illustrations may be fitted with optional extras. Please check with your Dealer for details on optional extras.
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